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As the 8th A rmy's main force draws nearer to the Allied 5th Army the Germans

continue to case away from the southern end of the Salerno “bridgehead#

The allies have advanced some distance at this end of the line, At the other end

round Salerno itself, where the German -positions are nearest to the sea., their resis-

tance is still stiff. It looks as if their general withdrawal when it comes will be a

swing bank from the south pivoting on Salerno* They would be anxious to hold on for as

long as possible to the steep tangle of hills between Salerno and the Naples plain, for

that is the quickest way through to Naples.

Here is the latest position along the bridgehead from north to south. In the

hills north of Salerno and Vietri we are watching for any German movement. The Germans

night think it worth while to counter-attack there in an attempt to win back Salerno,
or at least the Vietri gorge. Even if they recaptured Salerno they would have to fall

back eventually, but they might be able to delay us.

Along the seaward edge of the valley east of Salerno sharp fighting has been going
on for some days* The foothills rise fairly gently up from the sea and drop very

steeply into the valley. The Germans have dug themselves in on this steep inner slope.
It is easy enough to capture the crest of the ridge. Our forces have thrown the Germans

off the hills they call White Crop hill, the dimple and the Snout. But when you do

reach the top of these hills you cannot, as one infantry colonel said, raise your head

for ten seconds without getting it blown off*

So Germans and Allies lie peering cautiously at each other until darkness comes

■when the Germans begin their nightly performance of filtering a few infantry down

.awards the sea* They use these infiltration tactics instead of holding a definite

line 'because fewer non are needed a nd because they know that we shall have to clean up

these pockets behind our linos before -we can make another attack*

Each morning a. fresh small group of German infantry who have spent the night

sniping at anything they can find are either killed or token prisoner. To deal with

this kind of semi-guerrilla- warfare you have to be constantly watchful. A sergeant

said to me last night, "we were just getting down to the first set meal we'd had for

a couple of days when jerry arrives
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• That is the kind of comment you hear every day.
For these quick thrusts the Germans are not using: their favourite long range half inch

machine gun but a. light machine gun with the very high rate of fire of 1200 rounds per

minute. It sounds like a. fighter firing four cannons at once.

The Germans in the valley are constantly being harassed by shellfire both from shore

batteries and from worships. High up in the foothills sits a young army captain with a

handful of naval ratings. He is the navy's forward observation officer, known to every-

body as "foo". when I landed with him on the morning of the invasion he and his wireless

sets disappeared into the country. Today I saw him again in the hills tired and unshaven

after ten days of peering at the Gomans from many ridges but-still ready with new

targets for the warships to shell.

From his wireless messages from some hilltop, vineyard or orchard, the navy's gunners,

miles away in the (Gulf of Salerno, fix their targets.

Following the 'bridgehead further south the German positions run across the one

strong point is a tobacco.factory on rising ground - a long thick-walled building,
garrisoned by a. battalion of German infantry and defended by 88 millimetre guns. South

down to the end of the allied -positions is the area where the German swing back has

the shape of the bridgehead has changed little in the past week for the simple
reason that the job of the first landing force was to hold the Germans back while the

5th Amy built up its strength for the next stage of the invasion.

With the approach of the 8th Army that cannot be long delayed but it is quite

possible that the Germans may try to .anticipate us with an attack on the Salerno end of

the bridgehead.
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